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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The cryptocurrency market is one swamped with vast pools of speculative capital than 

there are actual transactional capital. This is because a majority of the technologies 

in the space are built around far-fetched, impractical ideas masked in great promises. 

So, despite many coins with diverse use case promises, the market is still driven by 

a superficial, speculative demand, with little intrinsic worth to support the market 

numbers. In their paper “A theory of the evolution of technology,” M. Coccia and J. 

Watts  explained that “at the beginning of a technological evolution, there usually is 

a lot of groping-in-the-dark amongst innovators, which is characterized by  swarms 

of impractical attempts at innovating.” This mix of chaos and potential gives room 

for an overvaluation of the underpinning assets upon which these innovations are 

built. However, in the midst of this,  a few solutions make practical sense, eventually 

discounting for their numbers in the financial market. These are usually ideas born 

out of the continuous improvements of previously failed or limited innovations. 

Similarly, Bitcoin is a compounded improvement of over two decades of bits of 

cryptographic research breakthroughs. 

Likewise, the next bitcoin would most likely be a solution that improves several 

steps further from where today’s blockchain-services left off. Such a product will 

have to push the functionality threshold further, but not necessarily with colossal 

market liquidity. Such a solution will be built on the foundation of real and valid 

service provision. This type of innovative route is what we are building at Bitcrore. 

The Bitcrore innovation leverages on the scattered pieces of previous blockchain 

experiments to solve the problem of a user-friendly payment system, which 

facilitates easy and fast retail settlement while retaining the autonomy, security, and 

sovereignty paradigm that makes the blockchain as empowering as it has become. 

Like Bitcoin, and several others..., Bitcrore is an aggregation of several existing 

solutions, mostly in the blockchain space, which has all been technically proven 

reliable.    “(PDF) A theory of the evolution of technology: Technological ....“ 1 Jan. 

2020,
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Although some have dubbed Bitcoin digital gold, this still falls short of its original 

blueprint, cited in the Bitcoin whitepaper. Regardless of this diversion in outcome, 

it is only fair to say that Bitcoin is functionally a massive success in its own right. 

That is if we judge by its impact in providing the first successful example of what 

true financial sovereignty is and also setting the pace for other decentralized, open, 

blockchain innovations. 

So while Bitcoin sets the stage for absolute financial sovereignty, the next bitcoin 

will have to be a solution that improves on where and other blockchain services 

left off. Such a product will have to be one that pushes the functionality threshold 

a little bit further. And this may not necessarily be reflected in the market charts.

In other words, the next big thing in the blockchain industry will need to have more 

than a great ICO or command colossal liquidity in the market. Yes, liquidity will 

eventually show up, but it will do so on a real and valid product. It also will have to 

address fundamental human problems in finance better than Bitcoin did. This type 

of improvement-based innovating route is the path we have taken with Bitcrore.

 Over the course of this document, we will be looking at some specific cryptocurrency 

setbacks holding cryptocurrencies on the market’s speculative end. Also, we will be 

explaining how the various Bitcrore solutions will be making these changes. 

 2 “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System - Bitcoin.org.

“ https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf. Accessed 6 Nov. 2020 Finally, for clarity, the scope 

of this paper cuts across the following issues:

1) Transaction speed impediment and how it is addressed with Bitcrore.

2) Practical and executable crypto-solutions with Bitcrore.

3) A thorough overview of Bitcrore, first as a service, and second, as an asset that 

fuels the service. 

4) Better ways to do Masternodes, with the BCNODES.

5) And how you can benefit as a Bitcrore investor.

3.0 INTRODUCTION
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4.0 BUILDING THE NEW FROM THE OLD

In a world where cryptocurrencies will be as liquid as fiat-currencies in actual 

transactions, certain functional limitations holding back this reality will have to be 

addressed. So far, the core of these operational concerns and constraints are:

Transaction-Speed Scale;                          Cost Of Consensuship;

And incentivization rules; user-friendliness of Blockchain solution 
interfaces, when compared to existing 

user experience conventions.

In their paper, A theory of the evolution of technology, M. Coccia and J. Watts 

explains that —at the earliest stage of almost every technological innovation, there 

is usually much groping-in-the-dark amongst innovators until a wholesome and 

efficient end-result is  reached. Over the last decade of the blockchain phenomenon, 

several projects have addressed one or more of the above concerns.  

What we have not seen, however, and hope to see with Bitcrore, is a solution that 

efficiently fills the commerce void. This will be by addressing all of the aforementioned 

concerns in one whole 
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That is without compromising the autonomy and empowering freedom that the 

wallet holders rightfully deserve.

This is following what W. Brain Arthur, in his book —The nature of technology, called 

a combinatory evolutionary track. While the cost and timeline for this somewhat 

leap can’t be finitely extrapolated, the process is, however, inevitable. 

Taking this combinatorial track, Bitcrore is now somewhat like Building the new 

from the old. So although Bitcrore may not present anything from another galaxy, 

that you have not heard or seen, with Bitcrore, we are attempting to solve real 

problems with somewhat realistic, tested, and familiar bits from several tried-and-

true solutions. 

However, to understand these fragments and their functional implications, we 

would be walking you through the Bitcrore use cases to explain their functions and 

how it all plays into the Bitcrore flagship goal. 

To begin, here is a list of all the Bitcrore use case solutions:

•The Bitcrore open blockchain 

•The Bitcrore 2-phase explorer

•The Bitcrore wallet

•The BCNODES, 

• A Point of sale (POS) system

•Crypto Debit Card

•A crypto market place.

•And the Bitcrore remittance service
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5.0 THE BITCRORE BLOCKCHAIN

Bitcrore was initially intended, and to some extent, was built as an ERC-20 smart 

contract protocol. Before long, however, we noticed it was limited in its flexibility, its 

robustness. We also saw the need for an independent incentive-based, decentralized 

network, which supports the Bitcrore operations. In other words, for the Bitcrore 

goal, we needed a network that is:

•Flexible for future on-chain upgrades, without being boxed 

in by the ERC-20 protocol limitations, like gas fees.

•Robust for possible and grander future improvements. Of 

course, we do not want a network that would soon become 

obsolete, considering the change rate typical of newly 

evolving technologies like the blockchain. 

•And finally, a network that is open, decentralized, and 

following a simple, less-competitive reward protocol to 

sustain the network’s strength.  

Hence to achieve all of these, we settled for an independent blockchain, giving us 

all 3 of these requirements. With Bitcrore, we combined some features from the 

Dash blockchain and some from PIVX as a later upgrade of Dash. Finally, all these 

addendums were creatively put together with only necessary twists needed to 

achieve the Bitcrore goal. 
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5.1  WHY AN IMPROVED ITERATION OF DASH
Dash is the first and longest masternode experiment 

coming. With masternode consensuship, the nodes 

providing the computational strength, which 

powers the network, are all rewarded equally. 

This cuts out the expensive and unnecessary 

competition that we see with Bitcoin’s POW. 

This POW layer from Dash makes the network 
unnecessarily competitive and expensive to run. So in the 
Bitcrore iteration of Dash, we replaced POW with POS, 
which is an idea that stemmed from the PIVX protocol. 
By the way, PIVX is an improved iteration of the dash 

fork. Also, beyond its POS layer, the PIVX blockchain 

comes with a transaction obfuscation algorithm, which 

is the flagship idea with PIVX. The option of transaction 

5.2  WHAT WE GOT FROM PIVX

obfuscation, for privacy reasons, was, however, not included in Bitcrore’s 

blockchain development. This is because, for mainstream adoption, transparency 

and compliance with legal requirements is paramount to growth and mainstream 

adoption.

Since Dash uses POW for transaction validation, it makes masternodes only valid 

for consensuship, robust network decentralization, and an extra service layer for 

services like transaction-history obfuscation as well instant transaction settlement.   
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5.3  BITCRORE COIN SPECIFICATION
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5.4  BITCRORE REWARD DISTRIBUTION

Start             End                       Block               POS         M.N

1                       200                    75000              0              0

201                   5256681             1.617                 0.4851      1.1319

52566682       52566682          0.223               0.0669     0.1561

52566683       Infinity               0                      0               0
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6.1  HOW IT ALL CAME TOGETHER WITH BITCRORE

On the contrary, PIVX allows for an inexpensive POS layer for block validation. 

Unfortunately, its privacy paradigm is antithetical to conventional KYC transparency 

laws that all payment service providers are subject to. In other words, although 

PIVX offers monetary sovereignty, it presents the impression of secrecy and crime.

So with Bitcrore, absolute privacy is replaced with  transaction transparency. And 

finally, all of its functions are presented in thoughtfully designed UI presentations.

One of the goals with Bitcrore, is to have an evened-out incentivization. Here every 

actively contributing full-node server on the network is equally rewarded, which is 

what the Dash masternode partly allows. However, Dash is functionally limited in 

that it uses POW. 
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7.0 STAKING ON BITCRORE

Staking on Bitcrore is done via a cold wallet, to limit the chances of fund lost. With 

cold staking, the private keys of the coins being staked are no longer required to be 

held in a online (hot) node. The owners of the coins can safely store the keys in a 

hardware or paper wallet, (which is cold storage.) 

7.1 DELEGATED STAKING  

The process requires delegating the staking operations to a server which is online. 

By so doing, the staking process is detached from the staked funds especially in 

cases where stake is very high.

7.2 Cold Staking Process 

Full details of setting up a BCNODES is available here: https://github.com/bit-

croreofficial/BitcroreCoin/wiki 

7.2.0 STAKING STEPS: 

Delegated cold stake create a staking address (special address starting with ‘N’) 

stakerAddr. As the fund owner, create a normal receiving address owner Addr. 

Select number of coins (or choose a Bitcrore Coin amount letting the wallet pick 

the coins) and create the special “stake delegation” transaction, using ownerAddr 

and stakerAddr, and broadcasts it to the network. the Delegator (who cold stakes)  

adds ownerAddr to the whitelist of delegators in his wallet (or simply “accepts” 

the delegation tx in the GUI) After this process, the cold-staker stakes the coins 

sent to the  stake delegation wallet, on behalf of you the coin-owner, until you 

spend the coins.

https://github.com/bitcroreofficial/BitcroreCoin/wiki
https://github.com/bitcroreofficial/BitcroreCoin/wiki
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8.0  The BCNODES

8.1 AUTOMATED SETUP

This offers limitless setup option in an easy, non-technical, representation. Also, it 

is great for multiple setup choices, especially for those without the technicalities of 

setting up and managing a Masternode, as well as for general ease in investing. The 

beauty and genius of masternode protocol, like BCNODES, is the computational 

services provided by the network volunteers. In exchange for this service, the 

network rewards the volunteering nodes, along with the transaction validators 

(stakers) with every block reward. 

Specifically, every active BCNODES is rewarded a 70% fraction of every block 

reward, 

Given this setback, with BCNODES setup there is the manual setup, which is the 

convention... and the option of an automated setup, which is the automation, of the 

complexities in running a masternode service conventionally. 

Depending on your setup preference, with Bitcrore there is the option 
to take full responsibility of your node setup or to use the automated 
service explained earlier.
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8.1.0 STEP ONE

8.1.1 STEP TWO

Sign Up here on: https://bcnodes.

bitcrore.com/signup 

Create a node here on: https://bcnodes.bitcrore.com/shopping

Enter number of BCNODES in the shares box and enter amount  (not that 1 BCNODES 

requires 1000 BC coin) click on buy now and proceed with payment.

Visit the BCNODES setup site for more details of how to setup yours now. 

https://bcnodes.bitcrore.com/signup 
https://bcnodes.bitcrore.com/signup 
https://bcnodes.bitcrore.com/shopping 
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8.2 MANUAL SETUP

8.2.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR LOCAL SETUP

This is best suited for users with the technical knowledge of setting up and managing 

a locally hosted or VPS hosted node. It comes with all the liabilities of managing and 

securing the collateral wallet: like ensuring that the minimum uptime requirement 

is met.

You have to install the Ubuntu v16.04. Linux O.S, on 

your desktop, to allow you run the BCNODES script.

VPS with at least 1 CPU/1gb memory capacity (at best 

a 2Gb memory space is ideal) Finally, if you are using 

a Mac OS please visit:

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-to-

install-microk8s-on-macos/

For more info, on the requirements and setup, please 

visit the Bitcore github repository @: https://github.

com/bitcroreofficial/BC-MNScript#setup-bitcrore-

coin-masternode

4. BCNODES signup page: https://bcnodes.bitcrore.com/signup

5. How to insert BCNODES setup: https://bcnodes.bitcrore.com/shopping

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-to-install-microk8s-on-macos/ 
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-to-install-microk8s-on-macos/ 
https://github.com/bitcroreofficial/BC-MNScript#setup-bitcrore-coin-masternode 
https://github.com/bitcroreofficial/BC-MNScript#setup-bitcrore-coin-masternode 
https://github.com/bitcroreofficial/BC-MNScript#setup-bitcrore-coin-masternode 
https://bcnodes.bitcrore.com/signup 
https://bcnodes.bitcrore.com/shopping
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9.0 BITCRORE’S MASTERNODE REVENUE BREAKDOWN

Where

•Total Masternode Reward for 100 years = 59.5 Million BC 

•The following breakdown is calculated on a monthly basis, since the cost of VPS  

    for hosting Masternodes are charged monthly

•Masternode allocation per day (M.R.) = 59.5 Million ÷ 100 (Years) ÷ 365 (days) = 

1,630.147 BC

•BCNODES collateral (M.C)— that is the bond deposit to own and run a BCNODES— 

1000 BC per node.

•Number of BCNODES you own (N) (we assume it to be one BCNODES.)

•Since the number of active BCNODES is constantly changing, for this calculation, 

we would assume 3 levels of active nodes. These are 10, 100, and 1000 nodes.

•NOTE: Masternode reward is split equally across all active Masternode per block.

9.1 BITCRORE’S BCNODES REVENUE BREAKDOWN

DAILY REWARD PER BCNODES
(Assuming there are only 10 active M.N 

that day)

 1,630.147 BC 
10 Nodes 

=163.0 BC/Node

DAILY REWARD PER MASTERNODE
(Assuming there are only 100 active M.N 

that day)

 1,630.147 BC   
100 Nodes

=
16.30 BC/Node

DAILY REWARD PER MASTERNODE
(Assuming there are only 1000 active M.N 

that day)

 1,630.147 BC 
1000 Nodes

=
1.6 BC/Node
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10.0 BITCRORE WALLETS

The Bitcrore wallet choices and design are all influenced by the need to present a 

secure, self-sovereign, and intuitive U.X design. This is to help meet the various BC 

coin needs: like users’ purpose and experience. 

In other words, all of the wallets presented below are developed to meet the users’ 

specific network needs and system compatibility. So, whether it’s coin staking, 

BCNODES investing, or holding the BC coin (for growth purposes) or whatever the 

device, the Bitcrore wallet comes in various O.S and functional variations. 

Bitcrore mobile wallet: this is a lightweight wallet application which comes as 

android and iOS version. The bitcrore wallet is self sovereign it doesn’t have an 

external copy of the user’s private key store outside the wallet. 

This Bitcrore mobile wallet is offers fund security in the a user friendly UX 

representation.
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10.0 BITCRORE WALLETS

Also, at the moment of writing, the wallet’s texts are translated into seven languages, 

including English. The motivation behind this versatility is usability. So in an attempt 

at ease-of-use, the wallet’s interface comes in a relatively simple and straightforward 

representation.

Bitcrore QT (core) wallet: is a cross platform and U.I. framework for developing fully 

functional core wallets. A benefit of its full functionality is deploying and running  

masternodes and cold staking, which are the sum of Bitcrore’s consensuship and 

coin minting protocol. 

The Bitcrore QT core wallet framework has a Linux, Mac and windows version. 

Users who intend setting up their BCNODES uses the Bitcrore QT wallet. Check out 

the Bitcrore github repo for more info.
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11.0 BITCRORE EXPLORERS

The Bitcrore explorer comes in two separate URLs, with each tailored to meet specific network needs; these 
URLvs are: the Bitcrore blockchain explorer and the BCNODES explorer

11.1 BITCRORE BLOCKCHAIN EXPLORER
This is the core explorer of all Bitcrore network activities, including BCNODES activities. 

The BCNODES gives a comprehensive real-time experience of the BCNODES network activities. This in-
cludes all active BCNODES.

11.2  BCNODES EXPLORER
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12.0 A POINT OF SALE (POS) SYSTEM

The average market cap of the entire crypto market in 20193  was about 188.3 
Billion USD, which is an infinitesimal 0.001 % compared to the whole asset class at 
118 trillion USD 4.  For cryptocurrencies to become mainstream for transactional 
uses, then crypto-payment systems should very readily facilitate ease-of-use. 
The Bitcrore POS system, which is currently being developed, will allow mer-
chants to accept multiple cryptocurrencies in retail transactions while maintain-
ing the users’ sovereignty over their funds. 
At Bitcrore, we understand that simple innovations like the POS system will fuel 

that crucial leap forward for cryptocurrencies as a transactional asset. 
At the time of writing, the development of this is ongoing. And also, there are 
partnership plans across several merchants in east Asia to commence usage. 
3 “Global Charts | CoinMarketCap.” https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/ Accessed 
8 Nov. 2020.
4 “Taking Stock of the World’s Capital Markets - McKinsey.” https://www.mck-
insey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Featured%20Insights/Global%20Capital%20Mar-
kets/118%20trillion%20and%20counting/MGI_118_trillion_and_counting_Taking_
stock_of_capital_markets_Full_Report.ashx Accessed 8 Nov. 2020.

https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Featured%20Insights/Global%20Capital%20Markets/118%20trill
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Featured%20Insights/Global%20Capital%20Markets/118%20trill
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Featured%20Insights/Global%20Capital%20Markets/118%20trill
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Featured%20Insights/Global%20Capital%20Markets/118%20trill
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13.0 A CRYPTO MARKET PLACE

The online retail market is one of monopoly, by big retail e-commerce services, 
choking off smaller players, and charging high fees on vendors. However, the Bit-
crore marketplace plan will facilitate the Bitcrore retail goal of seamless crypto 
retail transactions. 
These web services will allow small and large retail businesses to open a sales 
frontend for their services or goods, with the option of an automated escrow sys-
tem.
With the Bitcrore retail market solution, the crypto market will leverage on the 
potential of the e-commerce market, allowing some of these volumes, bring in the 
much-needed liquidity into the crypto-market.
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14.0 BITCRORE REMITTANCE SERVICE

Traditionally, remittance service involved brick and mortar money transfer opera-
tors (MTOs) like western union, money gram, and several others. This comes with 
huge fees at every point of the transaction. 
So users are billed for sending, and also another fraction is deducted covertly, 
under the guise of exchange rate differences. By the time the transfer is done, the 
user most likely would have unknown to them incurred high costs covertly.
Also, because of the bottle-neck procedures in most international transactions, 
there is usually a whole lot of delay with traditional remittance service. 
Fortunately, the emergence of cryptocurrency payment systems set a new course 
for remittance service operations. With crypto remittance, service speed and fee
issues are significantly resolved. A vital downside, however, with crypto remit-
tance alternatives is the difficulty in use. 
The Bitcrore crypto remittance solution, which is currently being developed, is 
intended to make crypto remittance optimally user-friendly for every type of user, 
regardless of  experience with crypto payment options. 
Currently, this service’s development is ongoing, which is why the full details of 
its mode of operations can not be disclosed now.
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15.0 CRYPTO DEBIT CARD

The debit card industry was valued at 7.4 trillion USD in 2019 and is projected to 
hit 10.7 trillion USD in 2024. Given this market potential, as little as, a 5% penetra-
tion of that volume will raise the entire crypto market cap by 3 times its current 
size. This will go a long way in bringing sufficient liquidity to the cryptocurrency 
market.

The Bitcrore debit card will allow you to actively draw funds from your Bitcrore 
wallet to settle transactions or make withdrawals at an ATM. With this, retail ven-
dors and sales points worldwide will have a common ground to accommodate 
cryptocurrencies into their systems and market. 
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16.0  BITCRORE ROADMAP

PROJECT LAUNCH

INAUGURATION OF DASH POW BLOCK-

CHAIN & MASTERNODE PROTOCOL

BUSINESS EXPANSION & 

MERCHANTS PARTNERSHIPS

PROJECT EXECUTION (ERC-20 PROTOCOL)

INAUGURATION FOR PIVX (POS) 
BLOCKCHAIN PROTOCOL

PROJECT AUTONOMY

Q1. Project Planning
Q2. ICO Web launch & first whitepaper release

Q3. Infrastructural planning, team and community 
development, across east asia

Q4. Constant probing, testing, conjecture and 
refutation

Q1 Infrastructural development & Alpha testing 
Q2 End of ICO sales & marketing campaigns 
Q3 Dash soft-fork POW blockchain upgrade 

1.0 - Mainnet 
Q4 Desktop Wallet - Mainnet

Q1 Point Of Sales development, alpha & Beta testing
Q2 Marketplace development, alpha & Beta testing. 

deployment of point of sales system- Mainnet
Q3 Deployment of Marketplace software network - 

testnet
Q4 Debitcard development

Q1 Token development & Alpha testing
Q2 ICO Web launch & first whitepaper release
Q3 Private sales & Promotional Campaigns
Q4 ICO bounty Campaign 1.0

Q1 ICO bounty Campaign & other promotional Cam-
paign 2.0
Q2 Infrastructural development & Alpha testing
Q3 Deployed PIVX POS Blockchain iteration, Hybrid 
Block explorer, Win,Mac,Linux & Android Wallet & 
BCNODES (M.N) API powered interface - Mainnet
Q4 Public exchange listing

Q1 Deployment of Marketplace software network - 
Mainnet
Q2 Constant probing, testing, conjecture, refutation 
and open for continuous improvement.
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17.0  BITCRORE VALUES

Like every value-oriented product and worthwhile course, the 
Bitcrore project is motivated and directed by clear-cut values, which 

are all spelled out in our mission and vision statements.

16.1  BITCRORE VISION 

At Bitcrore, we envision a future where decentralized open 

blockchain solutions are the spine of all things finance. A world 

where we have reached the pinnacle of absolute, individual, 

financial sovereignty. In other words, no institution has legal 

and technical access to your funds. Also, you don’t have to rely 

on some custodian to settle your financial dealings. Even more, 

these privileges come in the most user-friendly way. This will 

pave the way for the empowerment in ownership for transac-

tional uses.

17.1  BITCRORE MISSION STATEMENT

Making cryptocurrencies functional in regular retail 

transactions.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/c-vijaykumar/
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20.0 CONCLUSION

The Bitcrore project is a constantly evolving stream of innovation, with a common 
course of making cryptocurrencies better and functional in its role as money.
To keep up with the pace and goal is the reason for the drastic changes pictured 
in the previous Bitcrore whitepaper. this is the reason for legally opening the Bit-
crore dorrs for strategic alliances. this is also why this paper will be constantly 
updated to keep up with that  pace.
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0923474818304211

Bitcoin Whitepaper:  
https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf

BCNODES Github wiki:  
https://github.com/bitcroreofficial/BitcroreCoin/wiki

BCNODES signup page: 
https://bcnodes.bitcrore.com/signup

How to insert BCNODES setup 
https://bcnodes.bitcrore.com/shopping

How to install MicroK8s on macOS: 
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/

BCNODES Source code: 
https://github.com/bitcroreofficial/

Bitcrore Github profile: 
https://github.com/bitcroreofficial
 

Global Charts | CoinMarketCap:  
https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/

Taking Stock of the World’s Capital Markets - McKinsey: 
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Featured%20Insights/Global%20Capital%20
Markets/118%20trillion%20and%20counting/MGI_118_trillion_and_counting_Taking_
stock_of_capital_markets_Full_Report.ashx
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